
 

 

 Mandelli Sistemi SpA, in memory of Ing. Francesco Mulazzi, former Mechanical Design Manager 
of its Piacenza plant, is making a competition announcement for one scholarship for the students  
of the Polytechnic of Milan who :   
 have enrolled in the A.Y. 2017/2018 in the Three-Year Mechanical Engineering Degree          

(L-9) (Piacenza and Bovisa Polytechnic branches ); 
 will get their Three-Year Mechanical Engineering Degree (L-9) (Piacenza and Bovisa 

Polytechnic branches ) within September 2020; 
 will enroll for the first time for the A.Y. 2020/2021 (first semester) in the Master’s Degree in 

Mechanical Engineering (LM-33) of the Polytechnic of Milan; 
 will enroll for the A.Y. 2021/2022 in the second year of the aforementioned  course; 
 will hand in, in the A.Y. 2021/2022 and within the expiry date set by the academic calendar 

for the presentation of the study plan, one of the following Specialization PSPAs :  Machine 
Tools and Manufacturing Systems; Production Systems; Mechatronics and Robotics; 
Advanced Mechanical Design; Advanced Material and Manufacturing.   

 
 The sum of the scholarship will be equal to € 5.000,00 (before tax) and will be designated as 

follows: 
- € 2.000,00 within 5 days from the assignment of the scholarship (Clause 4), according to a 

ranking which will take into consideration the criteria as per the following Clause 4; 
- € 2.000,00 within 5 days from the enrolment for the A.Y. 2021/2022 in one of the 

Specialization PSPAs  above mentioned; 
- € 1.000,00 upon graduation as long as it is during Academic Year 2021/2022. 
The winner will also be given the possibility of carrying out a 6-month training internship within the 
company after graduation. 

 
 The appropriate competition application form, which is available at the following web addresses 

http://www.mandelli.com/it/news/#news, http://www.polo-piacenza.polimi.it/en/to-be-
admitted/scholarships/ and https://www.polimi.it/en/current-students/tuition-fees-scholarships-
and-financial-aid/scholarships-and-graduation-awards-non-dsu/   must be sent according to the 
terms indicated in Clause 6  to the following address: borsadistudio-fmulazzi@mandelli.com. 

   
 The candidate must declare the following under his/her own responsibility: 

1) Complete personal data and Fiscal Code;  
2) E-mail address to be used for the competition. Should any changes be made to this e-mail 

address notice must promptly be given to the following: borsadistudio-fmulazzi@mandelli.com; 
3) Possession of the Three-Year Mechanical Engineering Degree ( L-9 ) of the Polytechnic of 

Milan earned according to the criteria as per Clause 1;               
4) Intention of enrolling for the A.Y. 2021/2022 in one of the Specialization PSPAs as per  the 

above mentioned Clause 1;  
5) Authorisation for the treatment of personal data in conformity with legislative decree 196/2003 

and with GDPR 679/16 (art. 13) by using the attached application form. 



 
 
 
 
 

The following documents must accompany the application form: 
1) curriculum vitae;  
2) self-certified document stating the possession of the Three-Year Degree in Mechanical 

Engineering at the Polytechnic of Milan (L-9) indicating the date and the graduation mark;  
3) self-certified document stating the enrolment in the first year of the Master’s Degree in 

Mechanical engineering at the Polytechnic of Milan ( LM-33 ) for the A.Y. 2020/2021; 
  The application form must be sent together with the other documents in a single envelope. If it is 

received without the above-mentioned documents, the candidate will be automatically excluded. 

The scholarship will be assigned according to the following criteria: 
a) declaration stating  the student’s intention of enrolling in one of the Specialization PSPAs as 

per Clause 1 for the A.Y 2021/2022 ( sine qua non condition ) 
b) graduation mark related to the Three-Year Degree in Mechanical engineering (L-9) earned 

within September 30, 2020 ( max. 75 points ); 
c) curriculum vitae (max 25 points). 
Candidates who already benefit from other scholarships or similar grants will not be excluded. In 
case of equality, the Board will call the candidates for an interview further to which a decision will 
be made. The Board will retain the right to eventually summon the candidate it deems 
appropriate, for a follow up or clarification regarding the curriculum vitae.   
The Board will officially inform about the scholarship assignment within November 15, 2020. The 
Board’s decisions will be incontestable.  

 
 The scholarship will be assigned by a Board consisting of: 

 no. 3 Mandelli Sistemi SpA representatives (among whom the CEO who will also be acting as 
Board President and a member of the Mulazzi Family); 

 no. 1 representative from Polytechnic of Milan Piacenza Branch;  
 no. 1 representative from UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE  
The Board will meet in Piacenza, c/o Mandelli Sistemi SpA in via Caorsana, 35. 

   
  The scholarship application forms must be presented by 31st October 2020. 

At a later date, the winner will also be required to send the following documents to borsadistudio-
fmulazzi@mandelli.com:  
 
 Copy of the study plan for the A.Y. 2021/2022 indicating the choice for one of the  

Specialization PSPAs  as per Clause 1, without which the second tranche of the scholarship 
will not be given;  

 Certificate of the Master’s Degree achieved in the A.Y. 2021/2022, without which the 
candidate will be not be taken into consideration for the last tranche of the scholarship ( 
Clause 1 ).  

 
 Should the winner turn down the scholarship or should he/she be incompatible, the scholarship 

will be assigned to the next in line.  
 
Piacenza, June 12, 2020 

 
MANDELLI SISTEMI SpA 

   CEO 
  


